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By Lee Giguere
The surprise resignation of
Professor of Nutrition Emily
Wick from her post in the DeanL's
Office, coupled with their steadily increasing nmembers, .has
sparked an examination of the
situation of -women at MIT undertaken by the women them-
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selves.
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According to Professor of
Electrical Engneering Mildred
Dresselhaus, - organizer along
with Wokn of the IAP Women's
Forum, the origin of the problem is that the previously small
number of women at MIT has
increased.. She went on to say;
that there is a tendency "not to
take women students as serious-
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ly as men,'" the belief being that
they're "not here for the same
reasons." Women, Dresselhaus
explained, are discussed in a

"more flippant manner," and
their professional plans are not
taken senously.
During January, the Women's
Forum met to discuss "problems
of particular interest to
women." However, it has not
only served as a discussion
group, but, according to Dressel-

haus, has also helped to promote
"a sense of communiti among
women." She explained that
many women don't realize that
others have faced the same problems and aren't able to draw on
their experience. At the Forumn
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Ph;tto by Roger Goldstein

directoy a-ppo n e

A member of the Boston Women's Abortion Action Coalition leads Al
the discussion as 'female liiberationists met to discuss "Forced
Motherhood-- How'to Prevent it." The meeting, which was held at
Northeastern Unive'rsity, featured a twenty minute movie and a
panel discussion. Merimbersof the panel included Diane Crane'of the
Massachusetts Organization for-Repeal of Abortion Legislation, Sue
H. Eugene Brammer, Admin-'
Volman of the MIT UAG, a member of the Local Chapter of Zero
istrative Officer in the DepartPopulation Growth, and the pictured speaker.
ment of Electrical Engineering,
has been named to replace Howard Miller as Director of Housing
and Dining Services.
Miller, who requested a return to Physical Plant where he
had worked as design coordinator for new construction before
By W'alter T. MYiddlebrook
The purposes of this cor- ,~,-noaing. dining and housing
After more than two months ference, as stated in the proposal director, will become Assistarnt
i planning, thie Btack commurnity submritted 'yS the committee, to the Director o£ Physical Plant.
:i of MIT .will be engaged in its are: i) to provide MIT Black He, explained that he had re! first "Black Experience in Sci-' students with the opportunity to quested the transfer because of
ence and Technology." The " Ex- examine their skills, strengths his interests.
i perience" will be held at- MIT and weaknesses; to make them
Housing and Dining Services
over the weekend of February better aware of how their prowas
the focus of the last several
5-6.
fiencies and know-how may be
years'
discussion over optional
The "Black Experience in Sci- useful in responding to some of
commons,
but Miller termed the
-;ence and Technology" is being the technical needs and considerpast
year
and a half as "relacoordinated by Black students at ations of our urban communitively
quuet"
following the of=MIT and will deal primarily with
ties; and to offer the opportunfering
of
optional
food plans in
i the topics of communications,
ity for some students to further
the
West
Campus
dormitories.
>Ieconomic developmernt, health develop their problem solving
; care, and transportation. It will skills, and 2) to engender a new He noted that the demand for
: offer to participants a chance to spirit of responsiveness, crea- optional commons was "a cry
i meet and talk with several Black tivity, and excitement among that's been around for a .couple
- professionals about their con- Black students at MIT. An ex- of years."
ic e r n s and pursuits in these areas. pression of the significance of
Brainmer told The Tech that
According to coordinators, this purpose is the use of a Black he has already begun "trying to
these topics were chosen be- caterer and a Black printing get a handle on things" in the
cause of their current technical firm for the conference.
Hiou.sing and Dining Service. He
concern and major impact on
added that he has already begun
i the Black communities of Amer.' ica. They hope that the weekend
i:sessions will give participants the
unique opportunity of defining
! problems, strategies, and pos! sible solutions to some of the
.. needs of rapidly changing urban
The Urban Vehicle Design
Most of these 'tamed' autos
conmmnunities.
Competition is growing
even are being built from the ground
In an effort to encourage the faster than the problems created up as completely studentinvolvement of all Black faculty, by the increasing use of auto- designed systems. They will
administrators, Community and mobiles within American cities. incorporate advanced' safety deSloan Fellows, and students
It started last February with vices, bumpers that can prevent
;J invitations to the conference few of the nation's 200 engineer- damage in a five mph impact,
: were sent to all members of the ing schools expressing interest in nimble handling, and very strinI MIT community- Some invitaa more focused version of the gent pollution controls. While
tions have also been extended to 1970 Clean Air Car Race. The most of the teams are powering
members of other campus-com- competition now ravolves more their vehicles with state of the
munities and to several residents than 1000 students; they com- art internal combustion, electric,
of the greater Boston area. Since prise 92 teams from 80 US and or steam engines, some are develthat time, responses to the invi- Canadian universities. About 70 oping their own power' plants.
tations has been overwhelmingly teams are expected in the final.
Though several teams refavorable. The only problem competition, which will be held
ported
innovations that may be
that :really faces coordinators at the GM Proving Grounds in
commercially viable, the compe1 now is--tThat some people may Milford, Mich. In
contrast, only
i have-to be turned away because 43 teams tested their vehicles in tition is primarnily an educational
venture. It
.: the conference was planned on an MIT-Cal Tech race
during interest in seeks to stimulate
the assumption of only 180 par- August 1970.
project-related engineering education ticipants.
i.e., the
This year's competition will acquisition of a broad perspec7Te Tech wats you!
be less spectacular than a trans- tivre through the completion of a.
I If you're einterested in taldng
continental race but more signif- major interdisciplinary engineeron
a
little
extracurricular
fun
icant.
It will tackle 6ne problem ring project.
i
check out Gur offices. A reintensively: that :of designing
UJrban vehicles were chosen
I cruitment meeting -for all iand building transit systems that dige to the .ieiness of the
terested wM be heldin
are more 'civilized' in the urban problems produced by private
I 483, the Student Center,room
Feb.
traffic: environment that present autos in cities throughout the
9, at 9Pro.,
world. Cars smell and pollute.
1 automobiles.
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to "sit in with people,' and
noted that he was taking part in
the discussion on next year's
rates. While he has no direct
experience in service industry
administration, Brammer has a
long background in engineering
research, boths in the laboratory
and as an administrator. For a
period of several years, while he
was away fom MIT, he ran his
own business.

SAdrnittLng that his interaction
with undergraduates was limlrtied
to his five freshmen advisees and
students in a seminar on mini-

cromputers whrich hie taught during tile fall term, Bramnmerpointed out that as EE Adminis-

tratlon Officer he had worked
with graduate students.
Miller, reviewing his term as
director, noted that students
have been involved in the Services' budget process "since I've
been here-" This year, however,
students have been brought in
"extremely early" and are working with the same data as the
housing and dining admiRistrators. Situdents have been brought
into the budget process, Miller
said, because "a lot of what we
do has a direct impact on them."
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they are beginning to realize
their cormmon difficulties.
Noting that over 100 women,.

many more than she had expected, have been participating
in the Forum, Dresselhaus felt
that this "showed a need for
talking about these issues."
Closely related to the forum
which Dresselhaus described as a
diverse but informal meeting, are
three subgroups and a special Ad
Hoc Committee on Women, appointed by Dean for Student
-Affairs J. Daniel Nyhart. One of
the subgroups, organized by
Dorothy Bowe of the Student
Financial Aid Office and
Cynthia Bloomquist of the Admissions Office, will focus on
women in the MIT staff, a second subgroup is examining the
r roles of faculty and research
staff women at MIT, and a third
kti- been concerned with the
problems faced by women students at MIT.
The Ad Hoc Committee on
Women is being chaired by Paula
Stone '72 and Professor Dresselhaus. The committee is charged:
"To review the existing environment for undergraduate and
graduate women at MIT and to
make recornmendatiosns for its
improvement... To wnork with
the Dean's Office on defining
the qualities and capabilities Gf
any additional personnel needed
in the Dean's Office or elsewhere
Lo, provide support Ifor the recommendations made... To
work with the Dean's Office in
arriving at integra support arrangemients..."

Nyhart emphasized thlat he
felt this was "not just filling a
vacancy;" there is a bneed, he
stated, "to increase awareness
and concern for how women see
this environment." Nyhart went

on to. say that it was not simply
a question of changes in one

office, but changes throughout
MIT. He added, however, that he'
personally thought there is '"a
need for someone in this office."
The committee, which has
been meeting twice a week for
two hours at a time, has broken
up its investigation into a number of areas: academic, housing,
Dean's Office, the Wellesley Exchange program, medical, athletic, admissions and financial aid,
employment, child care, and extracurricular activities. Dresselhaus explained that each member Of the committee was "look-

"1..,000
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They are large and noisy, requiring vast amounts of valuable

urban land to be turned into an
expanse of asphalt. As a result,
there is now broad public and
political support to adapt the
automobile to the needs of both
the urban driver aid the urban
dweller.
The UVDC is trying to ca,qitalize on the public's

enthusi-

ass for reform by stressing the
notion - one rather shocking in
our capitalistic society' - that
engineers should be more accountable for the environmental
and social effects of their designs
than for its profit-making, potential.

Partly due to this recent outburst of interest in thie problems
of urban transit, the UVDC coordinating committee, which is
hIoused at MIT's Urban Systems
Lab, E40-250, has been ade-'
quately funded by a variety of
American and Canadian governmental agencies, by several private industries, and'by its participating universities.

ing into a specific area.." She

noted that summaries of the
committee's work and recommendations are already being
prepared in the areas of the
Wellesley Exchange, medical,
and athletics. The committee's.
final report, Dresselhaus stated,
would primarily be a collection
of brief reports on each of the
individual topics.
Dresselhaus noted that the
committee considered the question of the Dean's Office important; the people on the committee all have ideas about it, she
added. She predicted that there
would be "substantial work" in
a few weeks on the question of
--the Dean's Office.

The commit-

tee, she noted, will also explore
whether it should continue in
some form. Dresselhaus pointed
out that there "ought to be
some sort of feedback" from
women to the MIT administration.
While caiming that there is a
lot of discriminatison at MIT,
Dresselhaus felt that it is unintentional.
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LINAC, has said that the accelerator is on schedule and should
have the capability of generating
its maximum power of 430 MEV
by December of this year. However, research projects, -w.hich
will begin in earnest in early
1973, will likely work with only
half the energy for a time.
LINAC. could have been completed this year, but it was not
funded on the level necessary to
balance inflation. '
A- Linac for MIT
Plans for an MIT accelerator
date back to 1960 when a
smaller, on-campus facility was
being considered. A possible site
wvas under Briggs Field, but engineers .rejected that location on
the contention that the high
water table of that fill land
would have made it impossible
to keep the buildings underground. The present LINAC was

By Storm Kauffman,
The MIT Li-near Accelerator
(LINAC) of electrons, which is
under construction at Middleton, has passed with flying col-

osrs its series of tests at 20
million electron volts (6MEV) and
shuald be ready in March for its

first operational run at 100
MEV.E
Costing in excess of seven
million dollars, LINAC has been
jointly financed by MIT, 20 percent, and the Atomic Energy
Commission, the remaining 80
percent. Therefore, it will be
essentially a national facility,
serving physicists fronm all over

the country.
Operations and rearch are
to be largely funded trader AEC
contract, and priorities will be

assigned by the lab director as
advised by a program review
committee with representatives
from prestigious institutions
such as MIT, Los Alamos, Stanford, Yale, and the Bureau of
Standards. To furtherpromote
the efficient utilization of the
installation, a national policy
board of scientists from other
accelerators has been formed.
Nearby schools have already
been invited to investigate the
opportunities that LINAC offers.
Professor of Physics Peter
Demos, the Director of the Lab
for Nuclear Science and- of

295 HUNTINGTON AVE .
BOSTON, MASS. 022 5
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planned very carefully with this
in mind and nmuch of the credit
for the electronics goes to Prof.
of Physics William Bertozzi and
for the accelerator to Dr. Jacob
Haimson of the Lab for Nuclear

ing.

through the reception and office

area which leads into the.control
room. The control room is not
yet in use, but upon completion
it will house all remote. cammand instruments and a computer.
The other area that is above
ground is the RF (for Radio
Frequency) Gallery where all of
the power boosting and heavy
electronic equipment is housed.
Running nearly five hundred
feet in length and twenty-five in.

width it will contain five giant
transmitter assemblies plus generators, -cooling and heating
water pumps, and the equipment :necessary for servicing. Present- t.
Ly, everything is somewhere in ;
the gallery but only about half.n
the electronics is operational.
At the end of the gallery is a i
stair leading to the injector room i:
where the electron gun, buntcher, ;
chopper, and first sections
of mainline wave guide can be;

through their nearly six hundred i

MOM
Changing a tube in an accelerator is not nearly as easy as it'
may sound, These installations
utilize mainly "heavy electronics," an engineer's way of saying
that a crane is required to lift
the equipment.
Unique L.INAC
LINAC is in a ciasa by itself

J

IJ

actually show a better than
hoped for intensity. At completion, LINAC should be able to
deliver its over 400 MEV to a
target area of less than a millimeter in diameter. This will-permit highly accurate studies of
the nucleus and imnprove its
power rating as compared to the
bigger accelerators.
Another important feature is
the ability to deliver the pulsed
bunches of electrons for the
much greater duration of a maximum of 20 millionths of a sec-ond - nearly ten times that of
other pfojects. An accelerator
does not operate continuously,
rather is off most of the time
and only delivers spurts of particles at intervals. LINAC will be
able to pump its long duration
pulses at a rate of up to five
thousand a second.
LINAC's crew also hopes that
the machine will be able to run
more constantly than others. It
is believed that the installation

r

"Post loYeable
ski-area in the
U.S. ii daily
operation'
Ski Magazine's
National Survey

~Mad
River Glen Ils Like A Happy Houseparty!i
No wonder SKI Magazine's naMad Riveer Glen's the headquational survey revealed skiers con- ters of nine !leading ski clubs. Come
sider this area the "M'ost Lovlable join the skiing houseparty7 atin the U.S.A." It's not-over-com- mosphere! A particular place for
merecialized, not overerowded, just. particular sSkiers.
great sport, great exercise, great Ski .Week Rates, NEW FOLDER,
fun.
H~ousing Ix~formation. Write:
Exciting skiing for all skills at
Mad River Glen. Comeplete variety
in steepness and- difficulty, from
the Chute and Fall Line, among

.The painful struggle of your least
progressive students possibIy can be
ended. You are invited to attend a
free discussion and discover how
many students have Dotten more
out of their education and have
become a lot happier through Scientology re-educatidnai counselling.
Held daily at the Church'of Scierntology of Boston: 714 Beacon'
Street, Boston, Mass. 1 1 am, 2 pm,
4:,X, 7:30, and 9 pm. Phone
2624914. Scientology is an applied
religious philosophy.
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Vixen and Lark.
Ski Birdland, our unique MiniArea within the area. Its own five
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feet of guide in the vault. To
preclude radiation exposure, the
vault is constructed with heavy ?
concrete walls and has had fifteen feet of earth piled on top as
shielding, This is the section that it
is sealed during operation,
'
At the business end of the .
beam tube is the beayn 'switch:
yard and beyond that the experimental room which will house ~

various detection devices. Outside and underground will be the !

dump that will
"catch" the
beam and prevent it from doing <
harm once scientists are througL,
with it. The switch yard and i
experimental room are now-largely empty and the dump has
not yet been built.
The entire facility is surrounded by a fence posted with
"Hazar.~ous Area" signs and is situated in the middle of a larger :
section owned by MIT.
..
The electron beam
The first stage of LINACis
is
an extremely high voltage, oil- a
filled transformer that produces i;
current with a potential of about '500,000 volts. This is channeled .to the injector Which contains
the electron gun. Using the high :
voltage power, the gun emits ¢
.pulses of electrons in a manner '

similar to the gun in a television :
but at' a much greater magnitude
and more accurately.
The electrons enter the
bunchar where they are acrelet- =
ated to nearly the speed sf light.
It is in this first short length of
guide, less than ten feet, that the .

electrons reach their maximum I}

velocity. From then on, they are
only

gaining

momentum and ,

energy in the form of mass.
The chopper is a selective -

LSAT REViEW CLASSES
Now forming In preparation for LSAT to be given on
April 8; also July and October. Intensive review
sessions to be held at a dswntown Boston hotel and
taught by practicing attorneys. This is the well-known
course given in N.Y.C. Call (617) 426-2400 or Write: .

New Enagland's steepest, to gentle

L

it

Found. This is where the beam '
originates.
The electrons then travel :

I

.

sion.

If funds become available in.
the future and research opportunities look promising, the acScience.
celerator; can be stepped up -in
One of the exceptional abil- power to nearly a billion
ities of LINAC is its beam -inten- electron volts by the addition of
sity.' The electron beam has been another "transmitter."
successfully kept to a very small
LINAC layout
diameter in tests at 20 MEV that
A visitor enters' LINAC

for a number of reasons. It does
not have the great beam energy
of Stanford or the National Accelerator Lab as it has been
RIGHT IN THE H EART OF MIT, FOR YOUR CONVENI EINCE
designed to study the shape and
at Kendall Square {By the Post Office)
-structure of the nucleus as a
492-7790
whole rather than as a sum of its
KENDALL DRUG CORPORATION
238 Main St.
Cambrid
_ lge, Mass. L·ll subnuclear particles. It has been
·I
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~
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·
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should be able to run for up to a
week with only minor supervi-

tion did not begin until two
years later.
Some of the inevitable problems have caused delays. Despite
its location on a small hill, the
underground vault which contains the beam guide leaks minor
amounts of ground water. During construction, forms for the
huge concrete walls of the experimental area were blown down,
but the contractor managed to
finish on time.
Further difficulties arise'from
the act that LINAC, by necessity, must use many "state-ofthe-art" devices. This means that
many of the highly complex and
delicate electronic components
are cuastom-mnade and essentially
untried La service. LlNAC's dessineas have come up with a
--.rti!..-uniqu ile installation and
are, for example, one of the few
groups in the nation to use
"switch tubes" that operate at
high voltages to modulate power
flow. Two of these, tubes
have
__·I_·__···_

rug

L

given out after a mere ten hours
of service but, fortunately, they
are 'guaranteed for- five hundred
hours. Fortunately because,
though LINAC bought them at a
contracted $8000 each, they
now cost $25,000 and the installation requires a total of twenty.
All are not yet needed so the
only resultant delay was the
time for replacement and test-

'I

authorized in 1966 but construc-
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that cuts the electrons
nto neat, spaced packets with,
~s much as possible, tlie same
velocity. A beamn with uniform
energy is important to the effec!iiveness of the accelerating
principle. This is the end of the
presently activiate 20 MEV section.
The beam comes through a
edees of-twelve and then twenty'four foot wave guides where it
ains further energy. These
guides contain "resonant caviitses'- where the microwave

and warming is the surer process.

At the end of its accelerator
isection,

the

beam

enters the

iswitch yard. Here quadrapole
!and hexapole magnets are used
to focus and deflect the beam to
ithe proper spot in the experiimental area. Presently, the only
;experimental -device actually
provided for'a 50-ton spectrometer; however, there are hopes
that funds will be made available
or another experimental hall
and tilen the switch yard will
have greater steering duties,
The spectrometer is a project
in itself, and it is another of
LINAC's features. Filling up
most of a huge experimental
room, it takes the beam and
bends it through a right angle to
strike the detection devices at
the bottom of a twenty-three
foot pit. This spectrometer will
;be highly accurate. With a resolution of one part in ten thoutsand, it will be capable of
!studying nuclei with very low
'captive cross sections.
The used beam will travel
'down a tunnel and into the
dump which will safely contain
its radioactivity. This dump will
.contain a great mass of iron
}which will, in time, become
"hot" and have to be disposed
,of at one of the AEC burying
!grounds. A residual benefit will

,i
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be that a gamma ray experimental station may be built over the
dump for only minor extra expense.
Power: the transmitter
The excitation of the electrons is accomplished by catching a bunch on the top of a
microwave crest and kicking
them along Another great capability results from LINAC's
novel system for doing this that
provides very broad and flat
crests at a precisely controlled
frequency to thus improve'the

probability of the greatest number of electrons being properly
and efficiently accelerated. This
makes for a more uniform beam
and utilizes power effectively to
enable more accurate and consistent measurements.
The triggering signal originates in an ultrastable oscillator
operating at 2856 megahertz.
The signal is put through a one
thousand gain klystron, a device
that boosts microwave power by
accelerating electrons (not part
of the beam) through a high
potential, which turns out about
a megawatt.
The impulse is then sent
down the drive line to the five
transmitters where it serves as a
trigger and regulator. A transmitter is a massive assembly of
several sections: the input power
source, transformer, capacitor
banks, drive klystron, modulator
and switch tubes, and main
klystrons. The assembly takes
commercial high voltage electricity at around 480 volts and 2000
amps and tuEns it into an average
microwave output of 75 kilo-
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loss of performance of the
others. This was accomplished
by constructing the main beam
guide so that it could be charged
to prevent deterioration of the
beam as it travels through nonoperational sections.
Safety features galore
LINAC's safety precautions
are elaborate. With the exception of dump, switch yard magnets, and spectrometer, all of the
radioactivity generated will be
short-lived. The vault is kept
sealed for twenty-four hours
after operation to allow radioactive gases to decay.
Anyone remaining in the
vault during operations would
quickly receive a lethal dose of
radiation, therefore a careful
search of the area is made by
radiation personnel before the
beam ban be activated. Doors are
provided with sensors that prevent operation unless they are
closed and remain so. Within the

vault are emergency panic--D"---but-

tons that shut off the equipment
in the unlikely case someone is
missed in the search; the lights
are flashed and a deafening horn
sounded as additional warning.
Three bolt holes provide emergency egress from the vault by
way of a short "neutronconfusing" maze and steep ladders to the surface. Announcements are made throughout the
facility to tell all that the vault
must be cleared, that high voltage is coming on at a specific
transmitter, that a search of the
vault is in progress, that the
beam ison.
All personnel wear film
badges to keep track of their
total exposure to radiation. Only
chief medical officer Frank
Masse, other than Director
Demos, has final say over activation. His department monitors
the numerous detection devices
scattered throughout the facility
to make sure that no one re----

(Please
turn
to page 6)
--

Wednesday, February 9, 1972
5:15 pm, Lecture Hall 9-150

of

Techogy
$ZociafObservation
The
-

EDr. Robert Coles

i

Research Psychiatrist
at Harvard University

7:00 - 9:00 prm: Respondent s and Discussion
Respondents:
Leon Eisernberg, Psychiatrist-in-Chief,
Massachusetts General Hospital
Harold R. Isaacs, Political Science, MIT
It
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THE STUDENT AiD SOCIETY
a nonprofit non-politicalorganization

$6 value

I

$1.50 valus

dedicated

to helping students to help themselves
offer
STUDY ABRH fAD
New 19th Edition
Paris, France, 1972
644 Pages
Each copy is trilingual

in English, French and
Spanish
The most complete scholarship directory in the world lists more than 234,000
scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in more than 129 countries or
territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of study, financial assistance, HOW,
WHEN AND WHERE TO APPLY! Reflects the latest scholarship approach
costed by financial need!
VACATJION STUDY ABROAD
Each copy is trilingual in English, French and Spanish
More and more' Americans are flocking overseas for summer vacations, and an
increasing proportion is young Americans! With the price war now raging on

overseas airfares, record-breaking numbers of young Americans will surge across
Europe this summer! VACATION STU DY ABROAD tells how qualified people
will go free! Provides information on short courses, seminars, summer schools,
scholarships and travel agents available each year to students, teachers and other
young people and adults planning to undertake study or training abroad during
their vacations. These data were provided by some 500 organizations in 54

AUTHORiZFD DEALER
SERVICE
SALES- PARTS
EUROPEAN DELIVERY SPECIALISTS
WE MAJOR IN PERFECT SERVICE
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for
only $6

'Your reference service
.ved.me much valuable
time which / put in on
other subjects. Result:
.5Asand I B."
CN, Ann Arbor, Mfich
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"'The Vantage.Point'is
a book put together by
5 ghost writers and
editedo by LBJ. Your

reference service is almost like my own personal ghost writer.
"
LC, Gainesville, Ffa.
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of which e',,ry student
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STU[JDENTAID $OCIETYmembershipdues. Services offered:
Scholarship inlformation service.
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watts and a peak of four megawatts.
The outside electricity is
stepped up within a large transformer submerged in a tank of
high quality oil to prevent arcing. The power is then stored in
the capacitor bank to provide a
uniform and dependable source.
Once the drive line signal is
received, it triggers the drive
klystron which again provides a
sort of reference pulse. The high
voltage pours into the modulator, the 4000 gallon oil-filled
tanlk that holds the four switch
tubes and complex modulator
assembly of each transmitter and
is separate from the transformer
tank. Here, the switch tubes
serve as high speed control devices to either drain current
through themselves or send it on
through the rest of the transmitter.
The fiial stage of the transmitter is two, separately controllable, main klystrons. It is these
klystrons that actually turn out
the microwave power that is sent
below to accelerate the beam.
The microwaves are carried to
the vault through water-heated,
evacuated, copper microwave
guides. Each of the first four
transmitters serves four sections
of beam tube, two per main
klystron, while the last powers
twice that number. Only the
first main klystron has been used
to energize the beam, but the
next three have been tested and
are awaiting the I00 MIEV run.
With great foresight, the designers of LINAC realized that
the chance of all transmitters
being operable at the same time
is virtually nil, so they allowed
for several, even the nmiddle
ones, to be deactivated without
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from the transmitters
poWer
kiclks the electrons along in rapid
Isuccession. Between guide secI
tions are connecting tubes that
'maintain the integrity of the
vacuum within and which may
icontain various monitoring and
Ifiltering devices. The waveguides
;are cooled by a constant flow of
water; rather, in most cases, they
will be heated as the object is to
maintain a constant temperature

.
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Drafts term papers, essays, book reports, theses, etc. frequently using
primary sources available only in the Library of Congressl We do not
actually write the finished assignment since that would deprive the
student of valuable educational experience and defeat the purpose for

writing for oneself in the first place. We will provide backgroundinformation.and bibliographies which rank with such tools as the College
Outline Series and encyclopaedia reference services available only with
expensive sets. Lirmit of one draft at small additional charge, per semester
per student in good standing. We cannot answer any question which we
feel requires the advice of a doctor, lawyer, architect, engineer, or other
licensed practitioner,

nor can we advise corncerping your financial

investmnents. Neither can we undertake market research or surveys or
provide home study courses.
g~~s~e
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Sltudent Aid Society, PO Box 39042

Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 0g01 6
a Gentlemren: I enclose $6 for Study Abroad,
Vacation Study Abroad and annual dues.
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By Lee Giguere
Large scale course- surveys like "The
Evaluation

Guide" are

h±ard things to discuss because it is almost
impossible to consider their objective
validity

9

without, conduc~ting

an equally

does more than that since it

provides him with a much wider base than
he is likely to have. Unfortunately, these
advantages

are -coupled with- one

back: the student is isolated Mom his
-informers and cannot easily -gauge the

.

-

broad, yet -more subtle poll. However,

worth of their information

there are some -questions that can be
considered lby-examining the Guide itself:
its aim, its success mn caryng
out that
aim -on its own terms, the amount of

TThe Guide is written so as to provide
its users with quick and easy criteria for

useful infonrmation it

appears to

('appears"

it

possible

because

to

say

provide

is nearly

what

is

useful

iminfor-

making his selections:
some courses are
labeled as "guts" and others are-clearly
marked as sources of trouble in 'a student's academic, life. The evaluations of
each

coaurse,- besides giving the numeri-

mation), the accessibility of its contents,
and the extent- to which the user can

C4arol McGubire '75,
Assosiate Night Editor
-NealVitale '75,
Associate Arts Editor
Storm Kauffman '75, Nflrn Sandler '75,
Assochtte XewsEditors
Peter Peckarsky r70,
Washington Corzrespondent
David Lee '75-,
Accounts Receivable
Ross 9hnacter '75,
Accourgis Payale

determine for himself just what the re-

general and commended the project but

same time telling students that his course
is a "gut?' The Guide seems to deal' with
this problem in a somewhat sporadic
manner:
some of
the evaluations are

ProductionSraff:
Norm Lepine '75, Carlos Sevaarda '75
News Staff:
Ken lKnyfd 72, Al Precut '73,
Seth Racusen '74, Debra betitsch '75,
Bert Halstead '75, Pete Mancuso '75,
Ken Vaca '75, Charlotte Coope'r
Sports Staff:
Rick Henning '72, Mikce Mbilner 72,
-Paul Bayer 73, lance Charette '74,Randy Young 74Arts Staff:
Jay Pollack '72, MaLrk Astolfi '73,
Walter-]ill X3, Daniel Reinharth '74,
Jeff Star '75X Marany Goldman G
-Nancy Brigham -

refused any practica assistance on the
grounds that such a "consumer research"

carefully, seriously worded and offer information that could easily be useful to

study should be entirely student-run.

the instructor, for example, the discus-

The Guide was the cooperative effort,
of the Class of
student-iniitiated

'72 and TCA, "entietr.
-and studentorun." The

questionnaires were

distributed directly

to stutdent living. groups. Faculty assistance in the. distribuation of the questionnaires was sought, but with little success
-the
CEP endorsed course evaluations in

The course evaluation questionnaire
"The
was composed- of three parts:
Course," "The -Teacher," and a section
for comments'. -"The Course" questions,
aIl requiring a response on a one to five.
on the student's
scale, included iliuiiws

--

Dave Vogel '74, Alice Deanin 75,,
Dave Green '75
Advertisizng Staff-:
Jerome Ptio '73
-Seaosddwlass postage paid at- Boston,
Massachusetts. The.Tech is published twice
a week during -the college year,, except
dalng college vacations, and, -once.duiaing
*he first week in- August, by Re.- Techa,
Room W20-483, MIT -Studert; Center', 84
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge,-: M9achusetts 02139. Telephone: (617) 864-6900@
e~t, 2731

plies mean.

or 1541.

Admission tickets to the six lectures.
on World Peace will be distributed to MIT
students in Building 10 on Monday,;:Pebruary 7, from 10 am to 4 pm. These-tickets
gr for all lectures, and will be distributed
on Monday only.
t

ST
I Hillel presents a special program
'"ewish Medical Ethics" - a discussion
program coordinated and led by Dr. William
Kavesb, MD, a medical resident at the' US
Public Health Service Hospital; Friday evening, February 4, directly following Hillel
services (MIT Chapel at 7:45 pm).. The
program will be held in the McCormick
Country Kitchen at approxiintately '9--pm.

served.

1g7.34 Governance of Cambridge, taught
by Thomas Mahoney, will meet on Tthursdays, from nine to eleven in room ES 3-216.

x4849.'

Environmental ProThe Insterdiscipinary
jects Laboratory, concentrating on pollution-related environmental problems, will be
offered Spring Semester to interested UROP
students.' Orientation Sesdon will be: Tbursday, February 3, 4-d- pm, Room 48-316;
METRO APEX Sessions will be: Mondays,
6-10 pm, Room 48-316. For further iwfbrmation, please contact S.F. MOoSre, x1771
or F. Vntre, x62S3, afternoons.

while admirable, is not so well -handled as
the first. Perhaps the two are not mutua31zry compatible - how can youl give a
professor usef-ul feedback while at the

sion of 8.03X notes that "there were too
in

the

text,

to a teacher

who can make up for this deficiency by
his teaching, but only' if he knows it-

extent and pace -of the course, its time

7.01I,

demands and- its organization, and its
utility. A rating- of. "teaching," and ques-

Beck's Life also has a place - in a junior

tions on the teacher's preparation, ability
to communicate and answer questions as
well as his manner filled out the second
section- of

hie-questionnaire.

'Commenets"

-section

While the

welcomed

thing you

would

like

to

say," it

prompted

remarks

in

five

areas:

interest, text .and

lectures,

the

Guide

notes:

"Simjpson

and'

high School class;"`thistype of sweeping
criticism gives to
instructor no suggestions on how to improve the course.

Information content and accessibility

"any-

..The' Guide, without a'doubt, contains

also

a vast amount of information. According

pace,

to its authors it evalatlates "exactly 200

homework,

courses."

For each course included there

and quizzes. The questionnaire also-asked

is

the student
najor.

instructors, in one case' Por twenty-foul
infdividuals. Much of the information, as

to' -Identify his -year and

Aims and their execution
According to its authors- the Guide is
compilation of information about

these courses th~at the MIT student body
volunteered to'us at the end of the past
term" and is inltended
n"asan aid In course
selection for this semester and- for the fall
of next year." Further, they~
state -that "it is our intent that the facultyg
see. the strengths and weaknesses of their
.
courses as perceived by students..
semester

The first Sm

is- quite straightforward:'-.

in a way, the. Guide is a compilation of
the information that flows through the e' 'evierery
m.--Any- Stii.
student grapein
dent could obtain this sort of information

the

numerical

data

on

the

various

mentioned above, could be garnered by
closely attending to the student grapevine
- in particular' the evaluationls of 1.00,
2. 10, and 6.00 ,will convey little information to anyone who. has. ever seriously
considered taking a programming course
and talked with anyone else abosut it. But
when you .get -,to some of the lesser
known courses-the information becomes
more Interestins.
-Perhaps the most commendable aspect
of the Guide is its organization: it is very
easy to find what you want. The courses
are listed by their number, the way most
MIT.students are accustomed to -looking
tforh
'the'undie the-- IAP <Guide, which

by selectively quizzing students who had,
taken tHe Courses he is interetsted in -

was arranged alphabetically The Guide
exhibits no fancy design techniques, and
its arrangement is quite simple and order-

the Guide simply saves him some time. Of

ly. A further assist to the user is a listing of

e. es

'

.ie

Perhaps inn cently, Professor Pinson
distorts the facts in-his recent letter to

Professor Pinsoll is convinced that the
dismissal has a

political motive.

I have

The Tech -about the dismissal of Mirs.
Valda Maeda from -the- Rotch Library.
There have'been long-continued problems
with the slide collection in Rotch, both
for our department and also' -for the
Department of Architecture. I sum 'arized those' complaits, as far as they
affected OUT department, and passed
them to the library via Professor Susskind, who is our library representative. I

Seen no evidence Of that, in any inquiry I
have made. 1, -at least, was co9mpletely
-unaware of MUrs. Maeda's political opinions and actions before noW. From Pin-

assume that

Millon, a heavy user of The
collection, also feels that a replacement
of Mrs. Maeda, at least by the end of thie
academic years was a necessity.
I agree -with Pinson in one thing: the
whlole affair makes clear the need for
regular grievance procedures for untenured staff, and -perhaps for union organization. It Is unfortunate that in pressing
for this ''Pinson must use distosted evi-

is the

"confidential

dossier"

which Pinson -refrs.
Susskind, incidentally, acted only to transmit my comments, and has no responsibility for thein

accuracy.

I do. They were based on a

whole series of experiences by. various
users, or would-be users, of the slide
collection
Far dfom being a secret accusation, I
.have discussed the problems with Mrs.
Maeda, and so have users in Architecture.
After Pinson's letter appeared, Professor
Miflon -ofArchitecture and myself offered,
to go over them agai n.in
detail witih
Professor Pinson andlor Mrs. Maeda, but
were turned down. I still believe that a
public recounti - of all those difficulties,

which would be possible, would be no
service to Mrs. Maeda, toward wlhon I

section.

Evaluating the evaluations
The Guide takes one major step i
overcome one of the main criticismns
last term's History Section evaluation:
gives the reader. some information abo
its statistical base. With every course
given the number of--replies on which ti
evaluation
is based; unfortunately, th
information is only of limited value sinc
the r..reader is
enrolnmnent in

not told what the' totthe course was - it

nearly impossible to determine. the re.
statistical significance of the numben
Stills some indication is better than non
- this is a first, small step inl the righ
direction. In addition, the authors maksome effort to explain the significance o
their numerical results: In one evaluatiothey note:. "The '3's'..
to the averaging bf

4I's'

are largely du
and '5's'," at leas

giving the user some idea of where thi
numbers

came from.

Equally often, they try to correlati
the comments with the numerical result

noting, in one case, that the low rating
are due to the lecturer's difficulty wit:1
English and a dull text, among othethings.
In addition, the authors of the Guide
provide a user with additional informationx to -helphim understand the data theny
supply, noting for example,- that a certair
poorly-graded course was the only offer=
inlg last term satisfying part of the upper=
class humanities requirement and that
,.many people thought that the topic
would have been interesting if the lecturing had been good and they had had,
the proper back-ground!

Conclusions
"The -1972 MIT Course Evaluatiorl
Guide" is certainly a useful document, a
good effort to assist students in selecting
their courses, It still has many limitations,however. A large number of second term
courses are not included since they wereiiot of fered first term. in addition, tne
Guide was-published too late for most
students to use it in their planning foi
this term, and by next year, copies of thee,
Guide are likely to have been lost.
Yet the Guide does point out the~t
direction in which future course evalua-tions should be aimed if they are to-server
as consumer guides. Combined with thee
catalog ue and face-to-face discussion W'ith~.
instructors,. it provides a useful aid to the6
stuident who wants to do more thant

-simply

follow the "'suggested

currcu-4

lulm. Should the Guide be continued onlt
a term-by-term basis, students mighty,
eventually be able to pursue that oft-1
invoked ideal of a well-rounded education-S
without having kto travel blind.

ec
feel no ill will.

to

A Cambridge contract R&D Cfirmis interested in talking. to--undergraduates about
possible projects in sustained release of
biologgi1ally active materials using a biodegradablepolymer matrix. For more information, call or visit D. Burmaster, 2(}C-231,

The second aim
of the stuzdy, to give
feedback to -the faculty on their teaching,

'overall rating. of the coursei the depth,

To the editor:

* MIT Yavne in cooperation widit'Y2AMiTHillel announces tlhe first in a series of panel
discussions with the Bet Din on the topic of
'Mhe PNature of Halachic Authority..'" The
first discussion wili be Sunday,-February
6
in the Bush Room (10-105) at 7 pm. All are
welcome to attend. Refreshments villl be

discussion, presuntably--based on the written comments.

exists. At the same time, some of the
comments are rather flippant: evaluating

"a
-socation.
'$ s
of Student Actftie's (ASA)
meeting, Thursday, February 10, 8 pm,>
YW20-40.
lhe new constitution will be
-discussed. Small activties mail is now in

cal results of the questionnaire, include a

few illustrative problems"
certainly useful infrmation

the courses evaluated. in each de'partmeat-'the
begining of the departmen.

drawi-

Bruce Weinberg '72, Froduction Manager

PhotogrpapyStaff:

I·

t
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Tim Kiorpes 72, Bill Roberts,'7;,

Alex lakowski '72, Advertising Manager

t.S

I

Len Tower '7 3, Biiifness Manager
Sandra Cohen '73, ManagingEditor

Night Editors
Dave Searls '73, Arts Editor
Walter Middlebrook 74, Paul Schindler 974,
Yews Ed:itors
Bead Billetdeaux S72, Sports Editor
Sheldon Lowe~nthal "7.4, David Tenenbaumn '74,
PhotographyEditors
Michael Feirtag '72, Joe Kashi 72,
John Kavazanjian 72, Bruce Schwartz '72,

s

son's. description of
them, they Seem
Perfectly Proper to me. TPe dismissal was
Based on the importance of that
Slide
collection for teaching, and I concurred
in it.
such

although I anm not myself sure that
a summary action was necessary.

PrToXfeSsor

dence', and that M~rs. Maeda must take the
brunt of it.:Kevin Lynch:,
Professor, Department of

Urban Studies and Plannuing
To the editor:
IPro:fessor William Pinlsonl (in his letter
of January 26th) has intentionally chosen

to present a distorted picture of my roleJ
in the dismissal of Mrs. VaIda Maeda.,F
There is absolutely no basis in fact for'!
his allegation that Mrs. Maeda's firig was-in some way politically motivated.
Lawrence Susskindit
Assistant Professor oft
Urban Studies and Plann'ing.

{MIT has issued to.the press the following'
statement concerntin·g the dismismsal of
Valda Maeda - Editor):
A4
At tHe request of the President, a o
review of the causes aned the circum--0
stances surrouznding the dismissal of thee
Rotch Slide Librarian was COnducteddbg
the Dean of the School of Architecturei
and Planning. This revew -which was
completed on January 27, concluded that a
there was, full ijstifica~ion-for the termti-R
nation, as had been recommended by the ,
Rotch Librapiana, and that there was no -L
evidence of political or other discrimindat
tion involved in the dismissal. The review ·farther recommended thaet due to unclear
term'iadtion procedures at the tiZme of the
final notice one monthZ's additional com-E
sensation skould be paxid.
The President and Chancellor,
consideration of the

reviews

upon

support and :

concur with the review' conclusionas.
eov
c,,
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been

turned

off by

condoms

because you think they,take the joy out
of sex, then it's time to discover our
gossamer-thin, supremely sensitive condoms that have been designed
not only with protction in mind but with PleasUre as wGall
Try the extra-thin Piime, the pre-shaped Conture and other famous
brands of male contraceptives. All are now available through the
privacy of the mails from Population Plannring Associates- To discover
same of our remarkable condoms for yourself, order one of our sampler
packs today. Or send for our free illustrated brochure. Just use the
coupon below.
isfeae Satisfied Custplsers
Our fine products and rapid service have won the praise of customers
all over the country. For example, Craig Luomal of Tacoma, Washington
writes, "V5ery pleased with your sample pack,...pfaricullarly impressed
by the two }3fitish imports. Am ordering more." Donald Cunningham of
Avon-by-the-Sea, New Jersey,- adds: "Thank you for sparing me contact
with the 'under the counter' attitudes toward contraceptives so often
faced in stores.'" And Gary L. Hless of Ithaca, New York, comments:
"it was the fastest I ever received anything. Thanks."'
To order your sampler pack of these renarkable condoms, simnply
use the coupon below. All orders are-filled the same day received and
are shipped in a plain package. Satisfaction is guaranteed, or simply
return the unused portion of your order for a full refund-
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tion li1gtS and backsurge at the
ceives more than the permissible power substation. The crowbar,
annual dose. For a young man, composed of two holl.ow spirres
the maximunm is five rems per carrying the potential with an air
year; an older one with no gap ad arc-sarker centered beradiation experience may receive tween, has saved at least one
3more, though Dr. Masse hopes to mian's life in the past.
Additionally, most personnel
hold exposure to below half
that. This is the bottom limit at have passed an extensive first aid
which the chance of genetic mu- course including treatment of
tation is doubled; no danger to electric shock antd rescue in rathe individual's health occurs at diation contaminated areas.
this level.
These precautions will stop
When in full operation, not anyone from getting injured exonly the RF Gallery but also.the cept an individual who is deterControl Room will receive small rined to commit suicide. In the
amounts of radiation so all areas words of electrical engineer and
and workers are monitored. Sev- group safety officer Dick
eral areas that are now open to
made this syspermit access by hesavy equip- Keating."We've
tem foolproof, but nothing can
ment will be blocked off with be made damn fool proof."
shielding to -frther eut down
radiation. The level at the fence
OutlookE for the future
which surrounds the entire comIt appears that LINACs deplex must conform to AEC stand signers have thought of just
dards, which have been varying about everything. With the comgreatly lately as the AEC sways pletion of the successful test
to public opinion and misin- series at 20 MEV, the staff now
formned fears of radiation. One knows "it will work as it
standard that the AEC has been should." Previously, most huconsidering is unreasonable: it is morously agreed that only Dr.
less than the seasonal variation Phil Sargent, who worked on all
at ethe site or the positional aspects of LINAC from its convariation witlin the state, Like- ception, knew whether anything
ly, the limit will be set at four was going right.
times the normal background
rate, one tenth of the LINAC
WORRIED ABOUT GRADES?
staff maximum.n
High voltage can be as deadly
TRYING TO ACHIEVE
and much quicker than raA GOOD EDUC:ATION?
diation exposure so the engineers have provided for an exThey have no right to hurt you
tensive system of interlocks to
with their opinions and aberrations.
prevent electrocution. All of the
"Many careers are damaged by-hos160

kilovolt

areas

are

sur-

rounded by fences; the opening
of the gate dumps all power-into
ground within milliseconds.
All1 of the transmitter consoles are provided with numerous safety devices and off and.
emergency

stop

If

switches.

someone were to intentionally
get inside, there is a "crowbar"
that fires to short out the high
voltage and, incidently, causes a
detectable dimming of -installa-

'A proiessionad
ABORTi ON
that s safe,
legal &
nexpensove
can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling
The P
roblem
Pregnancy
Educational Service

(215} 722-5360
L
6s

24 hours- 7 days
for professional, confidential
and caring help.
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tile teachers who are not affectionate enough to really get a student
to understand the subject. But in
spite of this each person has a
latent education with which he
could mnake a splendid career, if
onlyhe coUldA
,
,'
it eh.;n.,oy..
re-educational processing can bring
a whole failed subject back to full
use despite the misunderstoods
with which it was pounded out of
sight. Many a brilliant scholar has
been ruined and many an expensive
education has been submerged because of faulty understanding. Tests
conducted by experts have shown
that Scientology special reeduceational processes moderately raise
Intelligence and clear up subjects
which have been difficult. AP Education Clear can use the material he
was taught, opening up an increased
scope of career." L Ron Hubb2rd,
Founder of cientoloy.
You are invited to attened a free
edisussion and discover ha many
students hatve gotten more out of
their education and have benome a
lot happoier through Scientologv reeducatioralprocesses. Held deily at
Athe Church of Scientology of Boston, 714 Beacon Street Boston
Mass. I I am, 2pm, 4:30, 7:30, and
9pm, Phone 262-4914.
'c*enteoloy is an applied religious

philosophy.
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our booth in building 10 next week.

A Stanley Kubinck ProdIuc to ':A CLOCKWORK ORANGE" Starrng Malcolm McDaot
Pa-trick MiWagee
Adnrienne Corrn and Mlriam Karlin · Screenplay by Stanley Kubr!ck- Based on the novel b
Anthony Burgess . Produced and Directed by Stanley Kubrfrk - t.ulwa. Podues
Max L Rab dorW
Si t',imf - From Warner Bros .A Kinnev Company
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Captai9n__eefheart

for the masses:
he has very structured noise. . .

I
PauleneKael says that
Waeles' Citizen Kanie
is so shallow,
/t' a masterpiece...
Citizen Kane, Orson Welles'
trococco classic, seems to be at
rest.he; apex in its perennial
revival. It played thle Harvard
Business School a few weeks
ago, and -can currently be seen
(through Tuesday, with Truffaut's Les Mistons) at the new
Pm Cinema, which will be devoting itself to classics. More significant for film connoisseurs is the
recent publication of The Citizen Kane Book by the New
Yorker' Pauline Kael, one of
the finest reviewers writing
today.
,:;T
Kael is a sociological critic,
more likely to compare a film to
: a Hollywood product of the
Ii Thirties than to a classic by a
;i name director. Her reviews often
castigate a film on moral or
political grounds; ~7ocekwork
Orange was condemned as a mis, ·representation of Burgess' book
in which director Stanley Kubrik
glorifies a punk's "ultraviolence"
because it is perpetrated upon an
I inhuman society; Sam Peckinpah's Straw Dogs was seen by
:i Kael as fascist and sexist in its
J
treatment of violence.
The Citizen Kane Book is a
concatenation of the previously
unpublished shooting script of
the film, and Kael's lengthy es, say on the film and its antecedents, which appeared in the
New Yorker several months ago.
::!
Kael's over-all view of the
.m
fil is rather refreshing. Kane is
a "shallow masterpiece"; one relishes watching it for the cleverness of the scripts construction,
not for any profundity or depth
of insight-into human character.
What is marvelous about the film
is the enjoyment its creators
took in the gimnmicky unfolding
of the story, the utilization- of
:" backlighting, shooting from below, and other devices' to make
an inexpensively-made film appear to be a spectacle,, and the
film's newspaper. background itself.
. 'For Kael sees the film as an
outgrowth of the Hollywood of
: the Nineteen Thirties, when
Eastern newspapermen migrated
, to
the movie studios and sold
their souls, when, in fact, the
best writers in America, up to
and including Faulkner, were
;i turning out highly literate if
i; uninspired movie scripts for int4
credible salaries. The Thirties
'. saw the production of a nearly
brilliant series of comedy
movies, with fast-talking manic
heroes created from the New
York writers' superegos. And
among these movies were films
whose heroes were newspapermen themselves.

imn's destruction, and his newspaper's columnists may have
been responsible for its initial
lack of success.
Mankiewicz's script, as Kael
sees it, was an part a commentary on the changing business of
journalism. The parody of a
newsreel on Kaie's death that
-opens the film is an extraordi-.
nary hack: it is the death of
Hearst Journaslism, as reported
by the news regime that had
risen to take its place, Henry's
Luce's Time. The voice-over on
the newsreel is a"delicious satire
of Time magazine's prose style,

in which a verb, in cornvoluted
past tense, mneekly follows a,
noaun's object clause.
The Kael essay abounds in
small revelations: Kane's second

wife is modelled after Hearst's
kept woman, even including her
perchant for jig-saw puzzles;
Welles feared that he was a cold
actor, and was immensely
pleased when he managed to lose
control of himself in the scene
requiring Kane- to go berserk.
Kane, treated so freshy and so
carefully, though in a deceptively ffowrmal prose style, amazingly gains in interest, despite one's
having seen it over and over for
humanities courses, film courses,
or, beer in hand, on the late, late
show.
.::.:·:":::::::"".':-:: :-:.::. Peter Schneider:.'-

d

Sadistsshouldn'tgo to
The Hot Rock, unless
they're maso. Oists . ..

-

I
II
I
i
II

When Robert Redford gets
into a Mmaist>e, itwCold Ad wort
to make it go sour. But much
more is at work in Paul Yates'
film, The Hot Rock. For one
thing Paul- Yates, most recently
of Bullit
aid John and sarsy, is
the director. For another, William Goldman, of Harper and
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid, is the writer. Together, they
have come up with a very engaging flick.
Probably the best thing about
Rock is that it is just plain
entertaining, which is a nice
change after a multitude of di-rectors promrising a deluge of
personal and often tiring ideologies. It. is a simple caper yamn, a

serious comedy.
The real star of the picture is
the caper itself_-- it is taken
seriously, but is really just a
joke. To be sure, that huge lump
of diamond is Teal, but they just
don't seem to be able to hold on
to it.
The plot twists in and out,
and just when you think they
have everyone but you fooled-.
bam! the "bam" is figurative,
because, as the ad says, "no sex,
no violence . . " And, believe it
or not, a film without sex and/or
violence does not have to be dry.

It is a good caper flick, and a
good caper parody to boot.

The Kane script was authored

Don't let the mild rating scare

by HermaMan
Mankiewicz (thoughn
Orson Welles claimed the credit,
or tried to), a friend of William
Randolph Hearst, until the film's
appearance; friends of Hearst

you off (it's GP)., This is a fine
film. Be prepared to be entertained without having your mind
boggled.
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Now, for the first time, there
exists Captain Beefheart for the
masses, in the form of a record
entitled The Spotlight Kid, in
which the listener can appreciate
the writing/arranging/sniging talentLsof DEon Van Vliet and marvel at the competence and-creativity of his-four co-musicians;
collectively known as the Magic
Band.
Present Beefheart fans might
shudder or wince or cry "Sellout!" at the mention of an
accessible, yea, a commercial album by CB, yet they need not
fear. This album is no slouch,
and it is still all unmistakeable
Beefheart. Who else could sing a
note so low that the bass player
thinks he has made a mistake?
What other group has the drums
sounding like they are being
played backwards? The lyrics on
this record could have come
from nobody else (except Beefheart's- wife, who wrote the
words for one song). But a blues
tinge gives this whole album a
good, strong unity which should
please a wider range of tastes
than did the band's other five
albums. Beefheart himself thinks
this is his best album.
His career hasn't exactly been
a stellar one. Most of Beetheart's
songs are of such a nature that
the band members must each be
taught the proper parts, which
are all explicitly written out.
When a member of the Magic
Band quits, the replacement
must be -taught the songs.'The
delays in time this takes have
cost the Captain many chances
for earlier stardom, inchdurg
causing him to miss the Mconterey Pop Festival in 1967,
which would have exposed him
to a wide audience, as happened
to 'Janis Joplin and Jimi Hendrix, among others. Manager
troubles and recording troubles
have beset the band, but slowly
and surely the Captain has nmanaged to triumph over all the
setbacks and is finally starting to
receive some popularity.
He is more pleased with this
version of the Magic Band (Zoot
Horn Rollo, guitar; Rockette
Morton, bass; Winged Eel Fingerling, guitar; and Ed Marimba,
druams) than with any of its
several incarnations. Just how
together the band is is.easily
seen .at one of their performances. Live, they can produce
energy that would blow out
your speakers if played on a
record.
Rockette Morton opens with
just the bass line from a song,
which is recognizable as "Hair
Pie," one of their better instrumentals. (How many Beatles'
songs can you recognize by just
the bass part?) With his amp
turned way up, each note shakes
the seats. The name '"Rockette"
fits him-well, the way he steps
around the stage. After he finishes, the band slowly comes out
and does their full set. They do
several songs from Tkhe Spotlight
Kid, including steamroller versions of "Click Clack" and "I'm
Gonna Booglarize You Baby."
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STATING CRIMSON CHARM

-

drum and sax improvisation. The
Captain. finishes first and packs
up his instrument. Ed pokes
about on the drums for a few
mirnutes, and then abruptly gets
up. It's over. The band will be
up for hours to come, until they
can calm down to normal. Likewise, the audience.
The fact that Beefheart aand
his ban can reproduce so accurately live his recorded songs (of
such an unusual nature) is a
good recommendation for the
group. And the material they
have done so far is like the tip of
an iceberg -compared to the
amount that Beefheart actually
has created. He claims that he
wrote all of the songs for the
band's 'next album in a car the
other night. He has a book of
poetry, a novel and a film coming out ii the future. These are
all just as imrnaginative as his
This man wants to booglarize you. music. While he may at first
You can see Zoot Horn and appear to be crazy, a good listen
Wingel Eel anld Rockette practi- reveals that he makes eminently
cally move as a unit. Ed Marim- good sense more of the time
ba, with each crash of the than most of us do. And he is
cymbnals, acts as if his head was finally sharing some of these
right underneath the cymbals insights with the world. Let us
themnselves. The beat they create truly rejoice. A Don Van Vliet
is tremendous. -It ii exhausting doesn't-come along too often.
'."'::.::Pollaek::::
just to watch them.
Over this monster rhythm
Cooderis definitely
comes the Captain, as he growls
coming through. ..
out the words. As they get more
intense, so does he. His power Into the Purple ValleyRy
and vocal range are awesome. On Cooder (Reprise)
John Lee Hooker's "Black Snake
Ry Cooder has long been
Blues,"' sung unaccompanied, kcnown as one of the best bottlethe amps distort from the neck guitarists ever, and he has
strength of his vocal alone. He played back-up for the likes of
moves around somewhat on the the Rolling Stones, Neil Young,
stage, but these aren't just theat- and Crazy Hdorse.
rics. You can see how involved
He has also put out two solo
he is. He sometimes plays games albums, Into The Purple Valley
with the lyrics, reversing the being his latest effort. His first
order, turning them around, get- record featured his usually brilting the complete feel of them. liant guitar work, but his vocals
He lets the harmoni-ca ring out were weak. His second album
with fierce intensity. Or he just has changed that; his singing has
stands back and lets his band developed to a point where ichurn awhile. Or he strides up to blends perfectly with his outthe mike; swallows it up in his standing bottleneck, the material
saxophone and does what he fits his style ranging from Leadrefers to as "just blowing my belley's "On A Monday" to
nose" (he thinks John Coltrane Woodie Guthrie's "Vigilante
was inhibited and insists that Man," and the backing musicians
scales be: left to the fish).
are some of the best (Jim Keltner, Van Dyke Parks, and Fritz
The total result to the listener Richmond). "Money Honey" is
is staggering. It might sound like a good little rocker, and "F.D.R.
a lot of unstructured noise at in Trinidad"'
is great. Into the
first but a closer listen will reveal Purple Valley is a fine record by
that the musical structure is very Ry Cooder, who ranks, along
solid and that the band knows with John Fahey and Leo
exactly what to play. But if you Kottke, as a master of the
solo
listen even closer, you'll realize guitar; possibly, he is the most
that isn't true either; each of the emm-inently listenable (without
four members introduces subtle lapsing into boredom) of the
variations to the framework. So trio.
the same song will never really -:::"-'." .'::.'-':.,:-::.'.:.'.:::- : NeaI Viale
a :::
be the same twice. But it still
sounds as tight as ever each time.
Then you will believe that this is
no ordinary bunch of musicians.
This is truly a Magic Band.
The closing number of "Alice
in Blunderland," which gives
590 Commonwealth Ave.
Winged Eel Fingerling a chance
(Opposite B. U. Towers}
toQ tear off the ceiling for a few
minutes. Then, the song comes
to its smart end. The audiencecheers until Ed Marimba and the
Captain return for their encore,
"Geat 'ora DXXe"
"SpitbaH Scalped Ah Baby," a

-
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E nrollment cos is $25.00 and you can start toda' -on either the day or the evening
~~~~~DaY classes start at 9:30 am and end- at-,5:(00pm, with lunch and coffee breaks. Evening
~~~classes start at 6:00 pmn and go to 1 0: 01 pm with a break for coffee. We accept enrollmrent
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~~~~any day of the week, depenlding upon the student's schedule.
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[ipeople] learn to keep their mou~ths shu~t, and it's the
~~~~~~~~~They
~~~~~~~~wrong lesson. Wh~en in doub~t,, talk. Whea -in, doubt, com~~~~~~~-municate ... you'll be very successful all the way along the

.
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ent,.miakes himn happier and able to make others shappy.r

~~~~the envo

~~~~Easy to do, th course lasts one week or more, depending upon individual progress and has
graduate has attainedl "irnproved ability in the origination and handling
~~~~~~asting results. Ech
~~~of communicatio and in handling oneself in life situation, and prediicting and handling
\g
~~~~others" to his own satisfaction.
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lineifyou just remenber that.'

Ron Hubbard
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~~~~To enroll simply comze into the C:hurch of Scientolog of Boston, 714 Beacon Street,
~~~~~~Boston, Massachusetts (Kenmore Square) and speak wilth a registrar who will schedule you
~~~~~immediately. For those I iving further away, contact Pam Ellis,. our Letter Registrar, who wi~lll.,
~~~~~gladly help you arange. your-'schedule, and answer any questions you may have. Phone:
~~~~262-49fl4.
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By Larry Wilsoin
- Buckminster Fuller asks himself fundamental questions, answers them in texns of his own
experiences, ana proceeds to reduce his problem-solutions to
practice for the benefit of humanity. He radiates a personal
warmth, humility, and a sense of
urgency concerning the state of
mankind. His, philosophy is utterly simple and- selfless; in his
book entitled-, _Utopia or Oblivi-

1

on, he says, "I go along with the

i.

Be.

5000-year-old philosophy of the
Bhagavad-Gita

which says: Ac-

tion is the product of the qual~ities inherent in nature. It is only
the ignorant mall who, misled by
personal egotism, salys: 'I am the
'S S -doer'."
D
'
Dr. Fuller was born in 1895,
x
'.
grew up in Milton, Mass., and
spent his summers on Deer Island, off the coast -of Maine. He
spent one unhappy term at Harvard, and in 1917 enrolled in the
U.S. Naval Academy. In the
same year he married Anne
*c:

Hewlett,' daurghter of a prominent New York architect..
At the Navral Academy,, Fuller

*V X
*.*

°

',

, XA

was, educated as a comprehensivist. The training which he

:'

received in ballistics, lo'gistics,

AS

I
.e

nlavigation,
fg

anod . gming

tez'--

::

niq~ues greatly influenced his
thinking. Fuller -would agree
..ig with the statemnent tha t Albert
Einstein once made, that, "there
is no physics and there is no
chemristry, biology. or matheX:)'matics. Gold did not create these
divisions; man did. All science is
one science; th'ere is only end-avor. " Fuller looks- upon academic disciplines with the same

K
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. . . S

w

if

,ra

id
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contempt that he feels for conI-

cepts such as national sovereign-.
ty, race, and sdcial class. All of
these artificially divide mankind
and bear no relation to natural
X law.
Fortunately, says Fuller, the
: 4 computer is saving
us from extinction due to coverspecialization, It is quickly making man
'..

obsolete as an intellectual spe.E .
r

j i

cialist -or brain slave. However,
the integrative, or intuitive functions oaf mind will not be rivalled
by any machine for many years.
Fuller's inventions reflect his
_
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philosophy of comprehensiveness, as well as the principle of
doing more- with less.-'His -Dy-maxion -hou~se came equipped
with, ail- conditioning, dry
toilets, a recycling water supply
systemn, automnatic cleaning with
compressed airs and sold for
$1880 in 1928 (about $5000
today).-His Dymaxion car used a
1930 Ford engine, reached 120
miles-per hour, carried 10 passengers,- and was able to get 70'
miles per gallon of gas. The
geodesic dome uses about one
tenth- the amount of material as
a conventionlal structure, becomes more efficient the larger
the span; and is light enough so
that a helicopter can lift one
that is large enough to cover
Shea Stadium. His Synergetic
geometry, a 60-degree-coordinate isotropic vector system, is
based upon the tetrahedron the arrangement of closest pack'ing of spheres - and allows any
child to visualize problems in the
fourth dimension.
His latest project is called the
World Game - or "h'ow to take
care of everyone without taking
advantage of anyone." It is played by reversing the V03 Neumannl rules of game theory,
which assume a zero-sum game.
The Wo3rld Game is played. as a
.non-zero sum effort; winning
solutions are those which
achieve the goal of providing for
all of the needs of humanity in
the shortest possible time. Solutions consist of comprehensively-designed world-wide service industries and facilities.
Fuller is also acutely aware of
the limitations of science and
technology. He was deeply influenced by Thoreau -and by his
famous great-aunt, Margaret Fuller. Life is metaphysical; poets
try to describe what life is, while
science discovers what life isn't.
He would agree with the statement of V-annevar Bush that
science only heightens the mysteries of life. Technology, says
Fuller, cannot produce a healthy
society, but it can permit, orL
allow life to regenerate, much in
the same way that the superb
technology of our digestive, circulatory, and nervous systems
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allow us to grow and regenerate.
The purpose of technology is to
eliminate resistance to life.- As
we progressively do more with
less, our technology will become
more and more invisible, aulto
mated, and unobtrusive.
Buckmiaister Fuller is r-either
o<ptmimistic nor pessimistic
about the future. Time, a'ad the
forces of evolution will decide
our fate, he says. In the; meantime, the individual-can f uin dtion
as a trim tab. (This is a device
whic controls the rudder on a
ship or plane. Although- it is a
tinay part of the ship, it exerts an
influence far out of proportion

_

GREEK FOOD AT ITS BEST

The Parthenon Restaurant

New authentic Greek restaurant.
Modest prices, superb European wines.
Variety of liquors
Open 1 am - I 1 pm Daily
924 Mass. Ave. in Cambridg.e
Phone 491-9592

Open 8:00 to 5:30

.

354-6165

Larr#ry Bar

Slop.

"for that well-goomed look"
Razorcutting, sun lamp facial
Serving Techmen for over 35 years

545 Tech Square
(opposite garage
behind East Campus)
It

to its size, by creating a small

vacuum which draws the shiip
around.) Fuller sees himself
functioning as a trim tab aboard
Spaceship Earth. He has boundless faith in youth, and firmly
believes that the approaching'
revolution is one of consciousness: for the first time in its
history, all of mankind can be a
success.
Dr. Fuller's books are on
sale in The Csoop He. is the
subject of an excellenat interview
in the January '72 issue of Playboy, and is also featured in this
month's issue of Architectural
Forum .
He will be available to meet
with some students on the afternoon of Thursday,. Feb. 1O, before his evening address in
Kresge. For more information,
call 354-5420.

- Yo

are cordially invited to . . .

featunzag. . . the fabulous sound of
the reknowned band

D@3tWIN Holal
to take place in the MI.LT Julius Adam Stratton
Student Center on Friday the fourth of February.
Festivities will begin at 8 p.m. Donation - Gentlemen,
$1. 00; Ladies, $..75.
College Identification Required
i
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: 1f bto Are pEMNTE
and
-Call-7 Days, 24 Hours
(collect if necessary)
215-877-7700
o men'sFnree C11d
hoiece
A nonr-profit-organization
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Savings Bank Life Insurance
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It is America's lowest cot life insueance for all Ordxnard
Life, Endlowment, and Renlewable Term policies.
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Giet the facts and low cost sonB for your exact age. It
will be worth your -tgme to come in and see us'.
.864-5270 or 876-2240
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LIFE INSURANCE DEPRAIRTMIENT
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and outdoor medicine were very the permanent facilities, was
were -those "in the well received that there is pr
occult 'sciences 'and Afro- entl; -a search underway to fi
American dance. The numerous an accessible location -for L
success. Generally, the events "how-to" groups- glassblowing, term. There was so much int
I were oversubscribed and some auto repair, computer program- est in plants that organizers
have created so much enthusiming- found many anxious to hoping to get authorization fo
green house on campus althou
asm that there are plans to covn- prove their mamnual dexterity.
tinue them into the spring term.
Asked whether short activi- this may be preceded- by t
i9
According to Joel Orlen, IAP ties running for no more than a formation of a horticultu:
coordinator, and his assistant week or those long term projects club. Students showed much c
Kathleen Fox, "there was a sur-. that required a month-long com- thusiasm in the art workshprisingly large percentage. of stu- mitment were better received, and it is hoped that the displa
dents 'on campus: approximately MrE Orlen replied that he did not of some of the creations in t
seventy percent." Although it is know but that it was a good Hayden halls, on the Building
not yet known how many of point into which he intended to lobby erector sets, , and oth
these actually participated, few look. However, he added that places will encourage the arti:
sponsors of activities have re- during last year's IAP the longer to continue. A gathering of G;
ported-poor turnouts.
programs tended to peter out man students may develop intc
The IAP Policy Committee toward the end. It would appear German House similar to thas sent out questionnaires to that MIT students take the more relocated Russian group. T
the students to allow them to than ample opportunity to sam- faculty will investigate the pc
prepare a- statistical analysis of ple -the many disciplines offered sibility of turning the we
IAP participation..The office has during lAP, and Mr. Orlen hopes attended seminars of Ener
AP will not fall into a monoton- Week into an educational
also contacted about threequarters. of the sponsors for the ous pattern but that "each lAP search program-.on the subjesome 620 events; of the half that will have its own flavor." Of
The IAP Policy Cornmitt:
have so far responded, only course, very popular activities
about fifteen have said that they will likely be repeated to -enable had $1 0,000 which it distributwere disappointed. Probably, no new students to participate :and to fifty-nine individuals
report will be published as.for allow -repeaters to become more amounts ranging from twenty
five-hundred dollars. Mr. Oret
proficient.
the 1971 IAP.
Among those activities, that said that -while he. would- haMost of the major programs
had standing room only crowds are being continued is the- Wo- liked.to have had '- more, - (r
whle:-ihe. smaller. ones had to. men's Forum, which will" hold quests -totalled four times tH
turn -many - interested -students biweekly meetings during/. the funding) he believed- that t!
competition necessitated clos,
away. The sessions in classical term. The IAP browsing 1/irr.y,
I
Mandarim,
of twice that -of investigation of the proposals.
intensive-study
turnover
a
guitar,
with
i
.
.
.....................
.
·
0
I assure that the more rewardir
I activities got first crack. The IA
grou1p suggested money savir
By Storm Kauffman
In the early analysis, the
Institute's second Independent
Activities Period was a great

Onlv 40 seats available - open only to students, employees and families

ys
ms

s

popular 'as

.9

curs and handled the accoun

··

for the student organized event=
such as the Mandarin course, an
has been in closest contact wit
these groups. One student state
that his activity would not hai
been possible without the Inst
tute funding and the lack c

survival

A;'s business

pressure from regular courses.

The volume of events was nc
the result of any prodding o
the part of IAP workers. The
were surprised at the geat nun
ber of listings that were receivefor the November guide, espec
ally as many professors had corr
plained previously that thehadn't the faintest idea of wha
they would want to do in Janu
ary. Next year the guide mainelude a day-by-day calendar 0
activities to permit students t:
more efficiently and easily or
ganize their time,

Under the incentives of national survival, the aerospace industry, utilizing advanced technologies, has developed into
a permanent, flexible and highly diversified industry. The
need, in the future, to apply the aerospace systerns approach
to pollution control, mineral exploration, environmental
planning, agriculture, forest management, desalting of sea
water, mnodern transportation, air transport and control has
greatly added to this diversification. Since the aerospace industry is not directly geared to the consumer, its benefits are
ontional survival on one hand . . . a better life on
social . . .
the other.
Positioned in the forefront of this remarkable industry and fed by the ideas emanating from its own advanced
plarnning, scientific disciplines and industrial skills, Grumman
pushes the aerospace art forward in deep submergence yessels, hydrofoil seacraft, advanced aircraft including business
transport and space stations.
The successful astronaut landings on the lunar surface with the Grumman-built LM3 (Lunar Module) is an
illustration of the comnpany's capability.,
It's only natural in a'company with a broad spectrum
of scientific endeavors that professional and management
responsibilities would proceed apace. Engineering and Blisi-.
ness Administration majors will like the challenge. Problem
solving is the way of life in Engineering, Research and various business-orientedareas.

The only apparent negativ:
aspects of the 1972 lAP were i:
the area of student participatios
in the coordination of IAP itsellf
Few students were active but
great deal of credit must go tBill Orchard '74 and Dana Clou
atre '74 who helped out every
where. Mr. Orlen hopes for thaid of five or six students nexyear. They will probably sit o.
the Policy Committee to helr
make decisions based on their
knowledge of student life, tc
track -down and sort proposals
to put up posters, and to mar
booths. The booths were the fail
ure of this lAP; they just got nc
response and it was practicall~
impossible to find volunteers tc
run them.

Can you provide cogent solutions?
stop

Grurmman is situated in Long Island, 30.mites from N.Y.C. The
the
white sand beaches of the Atlantic are 15 minutes away...
famed sailing reaches of Long Island Sound, an eleven-mile drive
... five beaultiful public golf courses right in Bethpage-5 minutes
from Grumrman.
Grumman representativeswill be on campus
FEBRUARY 9, 1972
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If an interview is not convenient at this timne, send a
comprehensive resume to Mr. Wiliam E. Dwyer, iManager College
Relations/Recruitment, Dept. GR 252
. , . _
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39BETHPIAGE. NEW YORK 11714
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To obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview,
contact your placement office.
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Cynics mght claimr that the
success of iAP this year was the result
of a lack of skiing weather, but
bo -h the number ofparticipantsand
the increase in activities offered
indicate that the popularityof
the Januaryinstitution is
definitely on the rise.

Photos by Sheldon Lowenthal
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simrii.a situation two years ago,
of i457 points.
the Eigineers came out running
Lowell Tech
~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
MIT slipped behind 7-1 early in the second half. The press
in the first half, but Minot Cleve- backfired on Lowell, as MiTland '72 and Ray White '74 hit broke through for easy buckets'
jumpers to pick up the sagging or got across the ten-second line
offense. Minot used his hot hand and worked for a good inside
(3-3 from the floor and 5-6 from' shot. Lowell, frustrated by their
the line in the half) to keep MIT inability to beat the Engineers
moving. White scored twice on with their press, began to foul..
fast bWeaks while Brown hit a MIT pulled away, and only the
half-dozen of his favorite jump- referrees kept the game from
shots sending the Engineers to becoming a total rout. Jerry
the locker room up 44-31 at the Hudson '73, primary victim of
i
the officiating, -completely
half.
Well aware of what Lowell's shackled Lowell's captain and
press had done to MIT in a high scorer Mike Caruso. Hud
blocked several of Camuso's
shots early in the game and held
him in check until Coach Barry
began clearing the bench. Cocaptain Bill Godfrey '72 played
his usual strong game, getting 13
points, 10 rebounds, 5 loose
A week ago Wednesday night, man's ride, dropping a close balls and a few blocked shots.
match, 4-2. Dynamnite Dave
the fight went right as MIT's
Overtime
Keuntz
worked to a 1-l tie
Amherst,
21-16.
grapplers edged
The Techmen split in two
The meet made the Beavers be- against his foe, and undefeated consecutive games that went inlievers that shape sharpens one's Paul-Mitchell came from behind to overtime. - The tearn upset
to sever all hopes of an Amherst Wesleyan by the score of 63-61,
power to pin.
-Mike Murphy at 190 but couldn't repeat against Colvictory.
the
Edgy Ed Hanley started
pounds
was caught and pilnned by. Leading 36-34 at- the half,
strongarms slicing through the
of his rolls, and the team failed to return to
during
one
meet, and when the mele was
over Amherst was served its just heavyweight Gary Pullar first-half form after the, interdesserts, a 20-3 defeat. dropped a close rmatch to his mission. The Techmen came
126-pounded Jon Backlund ran heavier foe, 12-9.
back from the lockerroom to
WPI was' next to suffer a shoot 9-36 from the floor
through the next opponent as a
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
staggering setback, 50-2. Ed against Colby's triangle-and-two
matter of course,, but MIT's
team lead was cut to 7-3 as Hanley, Paul Hochfield, Bill defense. Only good defense and
Harold Brown '72, varsity co-aptairn,- up for a jumper, his favorite
Dave Kuentz, Paul poor shooting by Colby kept the
Chuck Meeder, pierced with pain Gahl,
shot. Harold just moved into second place in career scoring. Dave
from his hyperextended elbow, Mitchell, and Gary Pullar all game in doubt until the last ,,Jansson '68, first from right, Tech's all-dime scoring leader, looks on
sank to defeat, though never registered pins for MIT.
by Sheldon Lowenthal
.Photo
minute. Final score after over- from the bench.
And Tuesday, with the aid of
surrender.
time: Colby 66, MIT 62.
blocked shots left anrd right. He in the first half Godfrey continThen Bob Gahl pointed the four forfeits, the, grapplers
Yale
joined Wiite, Harold Brown and ued to bat down siots while
way to winning as he struck htfs crushed Boston College 52-0.
The Engineers gave Yale a Jerry Hudson in double figures. Cleveland and White hawked the
foe with his patented "safety" Dave Kuentz won the pin pool
battle
for twenty minutes as By the time the game ended, Marifime' guards relentlessly. By
pin, a double grapevine. Big with a 35-second pin.
MIT
led
by as much as six points Tech had run up.92 points to the half, the Engineers' inside
Brother Billy burdened Anmherst
The tearn will meet-Rofstra,
scoring and ag- Yeshiva's 69.
with
balanced
game and several neat thefts had
with yet another defeat. But C.W. Post, and Wesleyan Friday
rebounding.
When the
gressive
New York Maritime saw more built up a 36-17 bulge. Every158-pounded Loren Dessonville at 12 and 4 and Saturday at 2 inhalf ended, MIT was down by of the same, as Hudson and body but the manager played in
couldn't hack his way out of his DuPont.
four, 36_3-2. Yale began to click Brown werei overpowering illn- Lite secondhalf, as Lhe Techmen
in the second half as MIT fell side, hitting five field goals each ran the score to a 78-33 final.
apart. Lacking on both defense
and offense, the- Engineers were
outplayed 19-1 in the first seven
minutes. Yale's taller guards shot
over the Tech defense, and their
beefy front court took total
control of both boards, By the
time the final horn sounded, the
Pete Close, MIT's colorful
tally was an erabarassing 79-56.
Sports Inlfomation Director, the
New York trip
man who gets the stories of
The New York trip saw the Tech's athletes into the big local
iarsity twice victorious as they
newspapers has been elected
rolled over Yeshiva and New
president of the New Endgland
York Maritime, to post a seaSports Inrformation Directors
son record of 9 wins and 6
Association.
losses. Both games were clearly
Everyone has seen Pete, reno contest from theoutset as
cently bearded and mustachioed
MIT substituted extensively iand constantly on the telephone,
the first halves. The Yeshiva
around dupont, but few know
game was highlighted by a 19
any of Mhe details of his illustriThe varsity indoor track team crushfed Bowdoin last Saturday, point performance from Ray
88-21. MIT won every event but the G1000 yd. run, to bring the track White '74, who scored 13 of .ous athletic career before he
came to MIT. Pete, a native of
team's record to 5-2. Co-captain AI Lau '72, above, placed in the MIT's first 20 points. Bi11 Godgraduated fromfl
Hartford, C,
Co
long jump, high jump, and the 45 yd. HH. Photo by Dave Tenenbaumn . frey hauled in 17 rebounds and
St. John's University in 1959
and was -one of the- nation's
outstanding trackmen. At St.
Pet C/os
Johl's, he was the winner of the
Pete Close
1958 and '59 IC4A indoor mile
rLast weekend MIT's Nordic style points. Collier fnally fin- rnaning in that order, did quite run and was named to the 'S7
ski team drove to Plymouth, ished 8th with 110.1 points,. well. Leading into the last leg by and '58 All-American Collegiate
over two minutes, they could Cross Country Tean and in '59
N.H., for the Plymouth Relays.
Lew Jester '72 was tenth, with
r
P
errs~
After spending Thursday and
108.3 points, from jumps of not keep up with Bowdoin's the All-American Collegiate
Friday practicing on the 30 25.5 and 26 meters. Evan Hayward, who turned in by far Track Team.meter jump at the Holdernmess Schwartz '75 jumped 25.5 and the best time of the meet, with
The highlight of Pete's tlrack
'0t.
pzg:
e
S.
0P
School and in the field, for the 25 meters for 104.1 points and 38' 29". The Bowdoin team career came in 1960 when he
cross country team, the Nordic
13th place.
time was 129' 3 I", and MIT was won a place on the US Olympic
Team for wtdlh he ran the 15 00
squad prepared for the competiThe team score, made up of second in 132' 30". The second
tion with six other colleges:
the best three jumpers, was thus and third best individual times meter run in Rome. At the time,
B owdoin, Norwich, Franklin 322.5 points or 82.9%, which were both turned in by MIT Pete was in the Marine Corps,
Pierce, St. Michaels, and Keene gave MIT third place, behind racers, Jester and Collier. The and was competing all over the
P
o >
State.
vorld. He won decorations for
Pierce (90.3%) and final team finish was Bowdoin
Frankin
> a
4tAR~s
>ht~
A jumper's score in ski jump- Bowdoin (88.1%). Norwich was first, with 97.7%,
middle distance events in
MIT second,
ing consists fifty percent on dis- fourth, St. Michaels fifth, land with 95.5%o, and Norwich third, Greece, Canada, Ethiopia, MorS
5 Stn
w CDO
CD8m
tance and fifty percent on style, Keene State was sixth. Plymouth with 88.7%.
ocoo and Liberia.
<
based on the-best of two out of
He joined MIT in 1962 as SID
State only had two jumpers, and
OD
ft3yr
The MIT cross country squad
and has been active inall fields
three jumps. MIT junipers placed so did not figure in the team
=·~l
has markedly improved in the
to
am F
8th, 1BOth, 13th, 20th, 23rd, and standings. (For an explanation
of collegiate sports. He served as
CU
2of
t -*a
At the Dartlast few wee}ks.
w
to o
24th, in a field of 31 collegiate - of the percentages see last
Chief Press Steward at the Eastmouth Relays three weeks ago ern Sprints from 1963-71 and
OP
jumpers. The best jump of the week's The Tech.)
the team finished ten minutes
~~ts
meet was made by Hosick of
held the same office at the
Other- MIT jumpers were
the same Bowdoin squad,
Franklin Pierce College, who Drew. Jagome '74, 20thi place, behind
NCAA Fencing Clmmpionsps
three minutea
sailed 34 meters. Hosick even- Pike Sayers '75, 23rd place, and instead of the smali
in 1966 and 1970.
margin at Plymsouth.
tually won the meet, with- 145.5
Pete was varsity track coach'
Dave Boscardin '73, 24th.
out of a possible 160 points.
That afte/moon, the 3xl 0 km
In the combined results, Bow- at MIT in 1964: has been a
Bob Collier '74, turned in the cross-country race was held. The doin was first with 185.8%, MIT physical education- instructor,
best MIT jump of 27 meters, MIT team, consistiLg of Scott second with 178.44%, and Noir- and currently is also director of
with 23.5 out of a possible 40 Weigle '74, Jester, and CofUier, wich third with 170.4%.
the MIT Day Camp.

By Mike aMilner
MIT's basketball varsity has
compiled a record of five wins
against two losses during lAP,
since returning from their Florida trip. Two of the games went
into overtime, with MIT winning
one of them. Highlighting the
basketball action was co-captain
'72, who moved
Harold Browns
into second place on the all-time
career scoring ladder. Brown has
now totalled 1236 points, moving ahead of Alex Wilson's
(1964-67)- 1224 mark. Next
move for Harold is to top alltime leader Dave Jansson's high
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